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And so we have reached yet the end

of another year.  Time goes by too

quickly.  I can remember always thinking

that it is such an “ ” thing to say.

Nowadays I find myself saying it way too

often.

Usually that saying goes hand-in-

hand with celebrating one of my

children’s birthdays.  So, I am guessing it

has not so much to do with age, but more

with parenthood.  There is really truth in

the saying that the nights are long and

the years are short.

I have tried to make parents grasp that

concept.  I remind them every week to

take more cell phone photographs, send

another video-clip to granny, or to sit in

awe and watch how your baby notices the

family cat for the first time.  Before you

realize it your little one will wriggle out of

your arms and pack their bags to go on a

school camp.  Having the knowledge of

baby cues and teaching parents to be

mindful during infant massage is exactly

what CIMI’s are taught to do during their

training.  So, I suspect that every CIMI play

a very important role in helping parents to

be more mindful in general when it comes

to their babies.  And by being more

mindful, we know from a psychological

perspective, that parents will be less

anxious and will take more pleasure out of

those very early weeks and months.

I have only come to truly realize and

experience that with my third child.

Luckily we can always ‘shift gears’ and

change our way of doing and thinking to

one of being more mindful.  And, oh, how

much more wonderful motherhood has

become to me!

May you experience a mindful

Summer holiday and start 2019

feeling refreshed.

Jo-Marie Bothma

EDITOR’s NOTE



Mediclinic UAE contacted us earlier

this year to ask whether Margo

and I would be willing to come to the

UAE to train their staff members as

CIMI’s.  They specifically wanted us to

go since Mediclinic is a South African

company.

After months of negotiations and

planning, we left for Abu Dhabi on

15 June 2018.  It was a long full flight

with lots of screaming from little ones.

We could really not say that we arrived

refreshed...

We were picked up by a Mediclinic

driver at Dubai Airport, who drove

us straight to Abu Dhabi, to the Park

Rotana Hotel.  The training also took

place at this hotel.

We got into our 5-star beds straight

after checking in to catch up on

some much needed sleep.  A few hours

later, both of us were ready to explore

our surroundings.  We were the only two

people going for a late afternoon walk,

because we were the only two people

crazy enough to go for a walk in

temperatures exceeding 40°C!!

The heat quickly draw us back into  the

air-conditioned hotel.  We had our first

meal of many wonderful meals, with too

much food and sweet treats to choose

from.

Taking the South African Chapter
to Abu Dhabi and Dubai -

June 2018



The next day we had the morning free

before setting up for our training.

The hotel arranged a very friendly driver

for us to take us around the city.  He was

such a good guide and so patient with

us, taking us all over the place and

telling us all about the history, customs

and laws of the capital city of the UAE.

The highlight of the morning was our

visit to the Grand Mosque which left

us breathless.  Margo quite enjoyed the

clothes we had to put on before entering

the mosque.  I did not enjoy having my

head covered all the time (especially in

the heat!)  I did however enjoy walking

barefoot!

Back at our hotel we met Helena

Palmar from Mediclinic and started

setting up for the 15 studends who

would begin their training the next day.

They were such a mix of nationalities,

only 2 of them were from South Africa.  It

soon became clear that these UAE

trainings will be very different from our

local trainings.  There was quite a bit of

difficulties, especially with the language

barrier.  It was however very interesting to

learn from our students about their

different cultures and customs.  For

example, there are no orphanages in the

UAE.  Woman are not allowed to have

babies out of wedlock.  (If they do, they will

get locked up in prison).  Breastfeeding in

public is a big no-no.  (It is showing

affection in public).

After the 4 days we had made many

new acquaintances.  The next day we

were taken to Dubai by our friendly

Mediclinic driver.  We sadly said goodbye

to the amazing hotel staff, who treated us

like royalty and the delicious food (which I

think I will dream about forever...).

The hotel in Dubai was not as fancy,

but it was funky and new, and very

enjoyable.  It was also quite close to

Mediclinic where the next training took

place.  We had a day and a half off and

spend the first afternoon and evening

exploring the Dubai Mall.



This is the largest shopping mall on

the planet!  We were exhausted, and

so were our credit cards!!  The very next

day we did what ever tourist to Dubai

should do at least once in their lifetime.

We went up the tallest building in the

world - the Burj Khalifa.  We went all the

way up to the 148th floor.  The view from

the top is incredible, but it also saddened

me to see how many buildings there were

and how little greenery.  We had a very

good time, did some more shopping and

then took a taxi back to our hotel.

The next day the Dubai training

started, and although the hotel was

just around the corner from the

Mediclinic, they send a driver to take us

there.  It is simply too hot to walk, even

such a short distance.

We had a bigger group in Dubai - 22

students.  We realized that in this

group alone were members from 12

different countries.

In total we trained students from 15

different countries - and what a

privilege that was.  What was sad

though, is that so many woman who

work in Dubai have small children (even

some younger than a year old) back in

their home country.  These children are

being raised by the extended family.

Even though the UAE is a country with

such immense opportunity, everybody

seems to be missing their home

countries and of course their families.

After these four days we were so

excited to have trained 37 students.

Margo and I thoroughly enjoyed training

together and we have also learned so

much from each other.  At the end of the

last day, one of the students took us on a

quick tour of their maternity ward.  The

whole hospital use to be a hotel when

Mediclinic bought it, and it still looks like

a hotel.  There is no babyroom and all

babies room in with their mommies.

There are only private rooms.  The water

birthing room is amazing and all the staff

so friendly and welcoming.



They are working very hard to become

baby friendly, and it definitely shows.

The plan is that Mediclinic offers infant

massage to each and every parent

that leaves the hospital, as part of their

postnatal programme.  This is really

incredible that they can start informing

parents about the importance of touch

and massage before they even leave the

hospital.

We came home exhausted but

fulfilled and we look forward to be

doing more trainings together, wherever

in the world it may be...























In October I had the privilege to attend a course in ‘developmental infant massage’

presented by Peter Walker.  Peter is from the UK and he developed his unique

techniques employing massage and movement since the 1980’s.  Peter has over 40

years experience in giving mother and baby massage groups.  He supports the

parent-child relationship and the well-being of mothers and babies.  Peter currently

specialises in working one-on-one with mothers whose babies suffer from

developmental delay.  He supports many parents in this manner across the globe

(via his Skype clinic).  Peter has authored several books and made a selection of

DVD’s.

Developmental Infant Massage
Teacher Training
- October 2018

Peter’s course has several similarities with the IAIM course in that he also

advocates demonstrating on a doll and teaching his techniques to mothers with

their babies in a group setting.  Peter does not endorse any specific infant massage

oil and especially not any mineral oil.  His opinion also leans more towards the

natural, edible oils.  Peter’s infant massage sequence however differs greatly from

the IAIM curriculum, with a focus more on flexibility and supporting a baby to reach

his/her developmental milestones.  Peter presented his training over two full days

and students received certification as ‘developmental infant massage teachers’ in

the end.



It was very interesting to learn about infant massage from a different perspective

and the focus on developmental delay and the reaching of milestones such as

sitting was valuable.  Peter’s love for babies and his interest in their development

really showed during those two days!

It was wonderful to see video material of how he managed to help parents with

babies with cerebral palsy to achieve more flexibility and to even reach some of

their developmental milestones.  He clearly demonstrated the fact that babies with

developmental delays can reach a higher level of physical development if massage

and movement becomes a daily therapeutic intervention in their lives.



At the end of the course it took me a while to decide how I would incorporate this

newly found infant massage information into my practice.  The best, I figured

would be to continue offering parents the full 5-week IAIM curriculum course,

irrespective of whether their babies have developmental delays or not.  As CIMI’s

we do know that our curriculum is one of the very best worldwide.  This were

confirmed by several independent experts during the most recent AGM in Madrid.

And, we also know that we can certainly work with special needs babies and some

of us even received extra training in that field.

What I did decide was that once special needs babies (or even just babies with a

slight delay in development) were identified during the 5-week course, I would

encourage their parents to join for a few extra one-on-one sessions in

developmental infant massage AFTER their completion of the IAIM course.  By

that stage they would feel more comfortable with massaging their babies in

general, and they would have seen benefits already.  During the developmental

infant massage sessions, Peter’s strokes and movements to encourage flexibility

and reaching of milestones will then be covered.

*(*Please note: CIMI’s are not allowed to mix other therapeutic programmes during the 5-week IAIM course).
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Item Qty Price T ota l

Cotton T -shirt 100-00

Badge 80-00

Manual 5-00

Routine Cards 3-00

Certificate (free of charge, unless reprints are made) 3-00

A6 Pamphlets 0-60

Z -fold Pamphlets 3-50

Posters 7 -00

Gift Voucher 1 -50

Letterhead 1 -50

Vest wi th drawing 80-00

A handbook for loving parents 250-00

Facilitating IAIM Parents and Baby Classes 270-00

DVD 50-00

Ami T omake CD 50-00

SUBT OT AL

Postage *

T OT AL

* R 40-00 + 10% of your total order amount. Eg. If you buy to the value of R 150,
postage will be R 40 + R15 = R 55, with a maximum of R 150-00.
However, should you wish to receive your order priority mail,
a calculation will be done for your order and you can pay the correct postage.

Order Form



Price List
T-SHIRTS

White Cotton : R 100-00

BADGES

Infant Massage Instructor : R 80-00

CLASS MATERIAL

Manual with IAIM  cover : R 5-00 Class Materials are
Routine Cards : R 3-00 the ONLY items available
  to students!
Vest for Doll : R 80-00

PAMPHLETS, POSTERS, ETC

Posters (full colour A4) : R 7-00
Z-Fold Pamphlets : R 3-50
A6 Flyers - English : R 0-60
Gift Voucher (210 x 99mm) : R 1-50
Letterhead : R 1-50

DVD & CD & BOOKS

DVD : R 50-00
Ami Tomake CD : R 50-00

A Handbook for Loving Parents : R 250-00
Facilitating IAIM Parents and Babies Classes : R 270-00


